Technical requirements BIOFACH/VIVANESS 2021 eSPECIAL / Jitsi

 Please have a look at all the important technical requirements for the platform and also feel free
to forward this information to your IT in the run-up to the event: Overview technical requirements
 IMPORTANT: Test the communication tool Jitsi in advance: https://08.meet.talque.com
Tip: Start a test call with your colleagues in advance - the tool is the basis for all 1:1 video calls or
direct video calls on the platform. If your company's firewall hinders the use of the tool, you can
have Jitsi unlocked by your IT!
Note: in Jitsi NO virtual backgrounds can be set. Jitsi is the communication tool for all Direct
Videocalls and 1:1 or group calls, NOT for RoundTables. With Jitsi it is recommended to share
videos via links in the chat instead of playing them directly via screensharing - otherwise the
quality may be slightly reduced.
 Browser: preferably use Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome, because with other browsers the
platform is partly not fully supported.


Our tip: save the platform as a favorite, then you have easy access at any time!

 In order to give you the chance to test the platform with Jitsi before the eSPECIAL, the call
function is already unlocked for everyone from 15.02.2021. This gives you the opportunity to also
test live video calls within the platform in advance. By the way, you do not need your own Jitsiaccount to use Jitsi.
 Which tool is used at the BIOFACH/VIVANESS congress? The congress will be shown via live
streams, so that there are no access restrictions. Selected contributions can be called up again
as a recording from the next day and will also be available in the days after the trade fair.
 It is possible to synchronize your Google or Outlook calendar with the calendar of your events on
the platform; appointment requests can also be sent to you by e-mail.

